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The Susan G. Komen Komen Italia, is a non-profit organization, built on 
voluntary activities, 

Volunteers enable the organization to strenghten existing programs, add
new programs, procure funds and resources, add specialized skills and 
talents, and increase public awareness of services.

Because volunteers are the life-line of many organization, it’s essential to 
carry out step by step some activities to recruit, engage, train and utilizing
them effectively.

Volunteer recruitment is both a process and an activity. As a process, 
recruitment involves creating a welcoming environment for volunteers.
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Following some basic and fundamental steps of Komen Italia’s volunteering
recruiting process:
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1. Definemissionand determineneeds

2. Define job and developvolunteerprogram

3. Recruit

4. Select and training

5. Appreciation

As an activity, recruitment is the task of asking or inviting individuals and groups to 
became volunteers. 



• A mission statement will help define how volunteers fit into your organization.  Your mission 
statement identifies the scope of your organization’s operations and reflects its values. 

Volunteers can play an important role in helping to carry out this mission.

• You also can determine the purpose of your volunteer program and the roles volunteers will play. 
Part of this planning process includes seeking input from people who will be affected by the 
volunteer program, particularly the board, staff, and clients.

The first thing is to determine the types of Volunteers you need.

• The next step is to determine what your organization expects the volunteers to accomplish. 
Volunteers can enhance service delivery and programs, well beyond answering phones and 
providing other general support. Set specific goals and objectives for volunteer achievement, 
defining how volunteers will make a difference in service delivery.
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Komen Italia started its’ process of recruiting volunteers in 2000. 
The goal was to create a pool of volunteers able to helps us during Race for the Cure events. Most 

of them were women affected by breast cancer, the most sensitive and close to the mission. 

Now, our Association can relay on 2000 volunteers based on two different types: 

➢ General volunteers, such as people who answer phones or help with mailings, etc.
➢ Skill-specific volunteers, such as administrative, web designers, medicals, etc

Volunteers choose to participate in our activities regularly or during spot initiative: such as Race for 
the Cure, Charity dinner, concert, etc .
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Volunteers need to feel productive, do work that challenges them, and have an opportunity to grow. 
They also need to know they are valued for what they do. 

To have highly effective volunteers, you should need the following: 

✓ A designated volunteer coordinator
✓ A defined volunteer program, with the role of volunteers in your organization and position 

descriptions
✓ A  volunteer training program and supporting materials
✓ A clear set of rules for volunteers and for staff working with volunteers
✓ A recruitment and management plan
✓ A recognition program, such as an annual awards ceremony

Board members should be involved in all aspects of your new or expanded volunteer program, beginning with the 
planning. After all, they are volunteers themselves. 

Komen Italia volunteering model includes also a board members with skill-specific volunteers that help us, to involve 
and enlarge our volunteer base.
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Developing a volunteer network can be crucial to an
organization’s success.

Volunteer recruitment means attracting and inviting
people to consider involvement with your organization.
Your internal review will help you learn how the
community and the public perceive your organization.

You can use this information to develop a volunteer
recruitment plan that usually includes:

- Image of an organization: people volunteer for
organizations they perceive as worthwhile. They can
choose an organization for many reasons, but their
perception of your organization will attract them
initially. It is important that people associate your
organization with value to the community. One way to
make your image more welcoming to volunteers is to
make volunteers visible throughout the organization.
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Decide how to recruit: 

usually, the first volunteers you recruit are in your organization’s network and people very close to 
your mission. They are also the more involved and precious. 

They can be active members of your community members, or professionals with an interest in your 
organization’s mission. Active and influential board members can help recruit other volunteers. 

In addition, you can use many other methods to recruit volunteers. 

One of the most important aspects of volunteer recruitment is finding the most effective way to reach

different sources of volunteers and diversify instruments. 
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Komen Italia Recruiting model includes 

- the help of constituency and current volunteers of Komen Italia 
- the organization of local initiatives: specials events, meetings, 

gathering during Komen Italia Race events, educational 
conferences, appearances at schools, university career service, 
corporate, etc

- direct marketing strategies: personalized emailing and 
newsletter

- posting volunteer opportunities on KI website (with proper 
form to collect data) 

Printed materials also are vital to recruitment process. 

Brochures and flyers can be used in mailings or as takeaways at 
presentations and special events. We use posters, bookmarks, 
personalized flyer to draw attention to our cause. 
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3. RECRUITMENT

Dedicated flyer to collect data and 
engage new volunteers

Personalized form on Komen Italia website

Volunteer applications are useful to gather information for future interview and screening 
process. 
Here, 2 examples of materials used by Komen Italia:



Profile of Komen Italia ‘s type of volunteers:

- Survivors: the most involved and committed. Women from 

30 to 70, professional or housewives help Komen quite

regularly or during particular iniatives.

- Co-survivors: people who support directly women

diagnosed with breast cancer: family, friends, partners 

involved by current survivors or volunteers. 

- Students: from high school orb university, recruited trough

specific programs or agreement with these institutions. 

Usually, they have limited time, but a very real desire to 

learn.

- Corporate volunteering: group of employees encourage 

by their own company to take part into social activities. 

Most of them, volunteer during Race for the Cure or for 

specific activities as  they are “Skill-specific volunteers” . 

- Other: people engaged for different motivation and trough

different approach.  Usually, they have the desidre to 

mutually satisfying experience

The recruitment message is inviting and encourage people to become involved with our organization. 
Komen Italia recruitment campaign can be tailored to the different volunteers (survivor, students, professionals, 
corporate members) or sometimes has multiple purposes: recruit volunteers; recruit participants at the Race, raise 
funds and promote brand awareness, etc.
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Once you gather generic data from a prospect 
(work and volunteer experience, skills, interests, 
motivations for volunteering, etc), you can meet 
and interview your volunteers. 

In Komen Italia, the interview is conducted by 
Volunteer Coordinator  which employs two types 
of volunteer interviews:  

1. A first screening to determine the 
prospective volunteer’s skills, interests, 
activities in which the applicant would not 
like to be involved, in order to assign the 
best role/position 

2. 2. A following step – usually an interview  -
to determine whether an applicant meets 
the requirements for a specific 
campaign/role
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Usually, interviews are conducted in our offices, in group or individually, and 
follow this steps:

❑Welcome and thank the volunteer 

❑Explanation of our background, update about current activities and 
explanation about our expectations of volunteer.

❑Show of materials (video, brochure, etc).

❑Eventually story telling by a current volunteer about his/her experience in 
Komen Italia .

❑Applicant have then a moment to discuss his or her background, their 
interests and aspirations in volunteering, etc.

4. SELECT AND TRAINING

All data collected during selection process, are tracked into Komen Italia database 
and we keep their contact information update constantly. 



4. SELECT AND TRAINING

VOLUNTEER ORIENTATION AND TRAINING
Orientation is the process of familiarizing new or potential volunteers with our activities.  It is designed to 
provide volunteers with background and practical information about our organization, and the upcoming 
Race.   

Usually, during or after our selection process, we provide also volunteer training to give them specific
information about the job.

Long-Term Volunteers: Long-term volunteers, such as Race Committee Chairs, participate in formal 
training, if it is available, to prepare them for their specific job. Training may include presentations, 
readings, and/or demonstrations.

Short-Term Volunteers: Formal training is usually not necessary for short-term volunteers who volunteer 
for small projects associated with the Race.  Training may include a demonstration or observing an activity. 
Examples of these types of volunteers include folding Race t-shirts and distributing water to walkers on 
Race day.  It’s helpful a “checklist” for these volunteers so that they can quickly learn the task at hand and 
have something to refer to for specifics.



Volunteers need encouragement and appreciation for their contributions. 

Volunteers can be thanked in a number of ways including formal and informal
recognition.  

❖Formal Appreciation

Following ideas for formal appreciation successful: awards, certificates, plaques & pins, 
and recognition dinners held or presented in honor of volunteer service and 
achievement. Formal appreciation events should focus on celebrating the volunteers’ 
accomplishments and allowing them to come together as a group.     

❖ Informal Appreciation

Day-to-day personal recognition is just as valuable as a formal event.  This type of 
appreciation can be more effective, in part, because it is much more frequent.  Informal 
appreciation may include saying thank you, giving a volunteer more responsibility or 
sending an appreciation note to the volunteer and his/her family.
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There are many ways we recognise our volunteers, during the event, for their remarkable spirit of 
giving.

Komen Italia held every year,  before summer, an annual volunteer award ceremony with different
moment of celebration, in group or targetized, such as:

- Certificate 

- Photos of volunteers on the job

- Personalized mention and recognition during the event (the best fundraiser, the largest team, etc)

- Including their name and experience during the event

- providing small gift or letter

During the event, we also provide survey and we ask them to share ideas and suggestion about theri
experience or the whole iniative. 

5.  APPRECIATION 
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To give you a concrete idea of the result of this model, we want to 
introduce you the experience of Arianna Stabile, a young volunteer who

started her experience in Komen Italia as general volunteer in 2014. 

Thank You.
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